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Details of Visit:

Author: trouncer
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sat 25 Jun 2016 16:00
Duration of Visit: 1 Hours
Amount Paid: 120
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Phone: 07405152488

The Premises:

Good clean flat in a modern block with cheap parking close by. She buzzes you in to the apartment
block and the entrance to her flat is discreet and not overlooked. Altogether an ideal venue and a
totally safe environment.

Good shower facilities available (though I usually prefer to shower at home just before setting out).

The Lady:

Caterina is 36 and describes herself on AW as Milf-Catherine which in my opinion is ridiculous. She
has the body of a girl in her twenties and does not fit my vision of a MILF (which to me suggests
somewhat droopy boobs). Caterina's are pert and delightful. Similarly, never having had a child,
other important parts of her anatomy are un-MILF-like!
 

The Story:

I have been negligent in not sharing this young woman with PN readers as I have been seeing her
for nearly three years and have not previously posted a review here. Caterina is Italian and that is
her first language but her English is now fluent and improving all the time. Her nationality is shown
on AW as Polish but she has never managed get that corrected and is reluctant to rock the AW
boat.

She is really friendly and welcoming and as always I was welcomed today with a big smile, a big
kiss and a hug.

Into the bedroom and I was left for only a couple of minutes to strip off before she returned and
more hugs and French kisses followed before we flopped onto the bed and her skimpy shift dress
was removed. Soon I was kissing my way down via her lovely, sensitive boobs to what I now know
the Italian for .. la sua figa bellissima. Usually she is fully shaven but today she was about to go on
holiday for a couple of weeks and had let her hair grow a bit but it was soft and sweet and every bit
as enjoyable as usual. My extensive RO was well-received and successful. (She is not a girl who
fakes it.) Then it was my turn for some excellent OWO (which is "at discretion"), reverse-cowgirl,
missionary and doggie got me there after rather longer than usual (probably because I had had a
few glasses of wine at lunch time). It certainly was not down to any lack of skillful and delightful
participation on her part. At my age I am a one-shot weapon so have no experience of seeking a
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second round but a good chat and continuing cuddles filled the time until I was due to leave.
Caterina is no time-watcher and has become my absolute No. 1; I have now seen her nearly 30
times over the past three years and plan to go on doing so.

To the best of my knowledge she does everything on her "likes" list and from what she has told me
any attempt to get her to provide services she doesn't like will seriously damage the encounter. So if
you want more than she offers, don't go there!
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